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Introduction

A letter from

Corinna Politis
CEO of Roads 2000
There are two types of projects.
There are those that put in the groundwork to ensure success, where problems are
anticipated and quickly solved and a vision is delivered on time and on budget.

		

Or there are those that cut corners, skimp on money and energy, only to be
swamped by unforeseen events and logistical issues.
The latter will cost you more time, money and effort than you ever would have
saved to begin with.
Roads 2000 only ever works on the former.
Our clients return to us because they value our high level of customer service
and open channels.
Because they’ve had a project go south with a different provider, and they need
someone who will get the job done and done well.
Because they value a sole point of contact and the ease of not having to juggle
a range of contractors.
Our group of companies, the Politis Group, work in tandem with our flagship
brands of Roads 2000 and Kerb Direct to ensure that your project will be
professionally handled and delivered with minimal fuss and maximum results.
Our capability statement will tell you everything you need to know about us and
how we can help you deliver a wide range of projects with uniformly excellent
results.
We hope to hear from you soon.

Corinna Politis

Politis Group
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At Roads 2000, our commitment to you is the most reliable
delivery of high-quality roads and kerbing in Western Australia
with customer service that goes above and beyond.
Our clients continually return to us because of the quality of our work and our
dedication to customer service. We have paved airstrips, built main and arterial
roads, car parks and residential streets.
When you work with Roads 2000, you can have the confidence of knowing
your projects will be delivered on schedule and under budget, backed by our
commitment to you, the community and the environment.

Mirrabooka Avenue, Girrawheen
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Roads 2000

With the capacity to produce over 300,000 tonnes of asphalt per
year, Roads 2000 is one of the largest wholly owned and operated
independent producers in Western Australia.
We operate two full-time asphalt laying crews and a seasonal third crew, each with access
to a full fleet of new, state-of-the-art machinery. The high standards of our people and
equipment give us the flexibility to deliver your projects.

Quality. Reliability.

Politis Group
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FOR 20 YEARS, the quality and reliability of our roads and asphalting
has meant we’ve worked with returning clients again and again. When you’re
building something as crucial to the infrastructure of the community as roads,
quality is of the highest importance.
To uphold our reputation and the reputations of our clients, we:
• Agree on performance expectations with our customers before work 			
commences
• Have a comprehensive Risk Management and Review process
• Ensure our staff are thoroughly trained, briefed and resourced
• Consistently review our Quality Management System to maintain its integrity
• Are always looking for ways to improve and streamline our work

Efficiency. Service.
Johnson Parade, Mosman Park
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Mobile Asphalting

MOBILE

ASPHALTING

Our mobile asphalt production plants enable us to service regional and remote
areas, which adds to our flexibility and reliability.

We can be up and running just 24 hours after arriving on site.

Utah Road, Port Hedland

Politis Group

Utah Road, Port Hedland

Hannan Street, Kalgoorlie

“Roads 2000’s mobile
asphalting capability
allowed our project to be
delivered bang on schedule
with minimum disruption
to residents and business
owners.”
David King
Lendlease Kalgoorlie
Utah Road, Port Hedland
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Environment and Sustainability

Health and
Happiness

Culture and
Community

The wellbeing of our
staff is of the utmost
importance and we work
closely with and donate
to the Samaritans.

Where possible,
our suppliers and
subcontractors are
wholly owned and
operated in WA.

We sponsor and
raise money for local
community groups (see
Page 14.)

Sustainable
Transport
Our transport company
BBT transport is
working towards being
completely paperless.

OUR ONE
PLANET
PRINCIPLES

Our ‘One Planet’ principles
are the bedrock of
our commitment to
sustainability and our social
licence to operate. They
form the basis for the way
we work every single day.

Zero Waste
We’re committed to
having zero wastage
product at the end of
each project.

Local and
Sustainable
Food

Zero Carbon
Our Warm Mix asphalt
uses less fuel, reducing
our emissions.

Land Use and
Wildlife

Equity and Local
Economy
Where possible,
our suppliers and
subcontractors are
wholly owned and
operated in WA.

We use local
businesses to supply
our staff with food
during regional
projects.

Politis Group

ENVIRONMENTAL

INITIATIVES
Every Politis Group company puts an emphasis on minimising our impact
on the environment. We are continually innovating and adapting so we
can improve our sustainability as a business.

RECYCLED PROFILING
Our in-house profiling operations and plan to increase our
ability to store recycled products means that we can provide
you with sustainable, recycled profiling.

WARM MIX ASPHALT
Roads 2000 is one of the few asphalt producers in the Perth
Metro area to offer Warm Mix Asphalt to clients. Warm Mix
Asphalt a lower-emission product, which reduces the impact
on the environment.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACCREDITATION
We carry Environmental, Quality and OH&S accreditation so
you know that we are safe, reliable and sustainable.

DUST RECLAMATION
Roads 2000 captures all dust created in the production of
certain asphalts and stores it to be recycled in other mixes. To
our knowledge, we are the only producer in Western Australia
to do this.

EMISSIONS TESTING
Roads 2000 regularly undertakes emissions testing to ensure
that we are meeting the highest standards of sustainability.
The Department of Environment has often rated Roads 2000
as having the lowest emissions of any asphalt producer in the
Perth Metro area.

WATER
We use recycled water to help with dust suppression at our
asphalt production depot.
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How It Works

HOW IT
WORKS

Get a quote

We’ll have a fair and
accurate quote to you
quickly and efficiently.

Project Manager
Appointed

One of our
experienced and
professional project
managers will be
assigned to oversee
the operation
from concept to
completion. Our
project managers are
passionate about the
work they do and
dedicated to quality
finished products.

Profiling

We employ
experienced profiling
supervisors and
operators backed by
high-grade machinery
to tackle any profiling
task. We also have
a strong business
relationship with
WA Profiling, who
can lend support for
larger projects, or
projects with tight
schedules.

Politis Group

Kerbing

Roads 2000’s sister
company Kerb
Direct provides highquality kerbing to
complement our
asphalting work.

Asphalting

We take immense
pride in our work and
are among the most
experienced and wellregarded asphalting
companies in the
country.
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Completion

We’ll meet with your
representatives to
ensure works are
satisfactory and the
project has met our
high standards.
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Kerb Direct

Kerb Direct specialises in commercial grade kerbing for government
and private projects.
Kerb Direct provides standard and bespoke kerb profiles to suit your needs.

Camelia Avenue, Nedlands

Politis Group
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Kerb Direct can work in tandem with Roads 2000 and other Politis Group companies
to operate as a full-service organisation.
This saves you time, money and stress as questions and issues can be handled
within the group. While other project managers need to co-ordinate with kerbers
to complete a project, at Politis Group we’ll handle the whole project from start to
finish.
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Community and Capability

Stirling Lions Soccer Club

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
One of Politis Group’s highest priorities is a commitment to the WA community. Every
year, we contribute more than $50000 to community organisations as a way of giving
back.
We particularly look to support local sport organisations, as we believe that sport gives
young people the opportunity to build crucial life skills, keep fit and build their mental
resilience.
Mental health is an issue close to our heart. We believe in breaking down the stigma
around mental health and are dedicated to giving our staff all the support they need to
stay physically and mentally fit. One way we contribute to mentally healthy workplaces is
by donating to the Samaritans group, a 24-hour, volunteer-operated hotline that supports
the suicidal and despairing in Western Australia.
We love Western Australia, and we’ve instituted a ‘Buy Local’ policy so we support local
businesses to help the WA business community thrive.

Politis Group

“
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We have been engaging Roads 2000 to complete some major works at
our BHP NiWest Mount Keith Operations over the last 3 years.
Works included have been a major resurface of our runway, major roads
works around our processing plant, a complete rebuild of our Cliffs plant
access road and major reworks around our village. Right from the outset
during the site visits Roads 2000 presented themselves as a quality
company that took care and pride in their work, this did not change
when the work teams arrived. They were very safety focused and took
pride in their work. I would not hesitate to recommend Roads 2000.

Alan Duff
BHP - Maintenance Services Superintendent

ACCREDITATIONS

FS 604455

EMS 644412

OHS 644413

OHS 644414

W. www.roads2000.com.au
T. (08) 6361 2976
F. 08 9202 0810
E. sales@roads2000.com.au
L. www.linkedin.com/company/roads-2000
Suite 8, 88 Walters Drive, Herdsman Business Park, Osborne Park, WA 6017

